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Abstract
State elimination method is a widely used efficient approach
for the conversion of deterministic finite automata to regular
expressions. Minimal regular expressions corresponding to
deterministic finite automata is NP-complete. The paper aims
to generate smaller regular expression from the deterministic
finite automaton. New heuristics have been proposed for
obtaining smaller regular expressions equivalent to
deterministic finite automata using state elimination method.
In this paper, heuristics are proposed using the structural
properties of deterministic finite automaton, which leads to a
smaller regular expression corresponding to a deterministic
finite automaton.
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INTRODUCTION

elimination method. State elimination method leads to simpler
computations and shorter regular expression. In state
elimination method, different removal sequence gives
different regular expression. We need to choose optimal
removal sequence of states for obtaining smaller regular
expression. Several heuristics have been proposed by various
researchers [12-16] for choosing optimal sequence.
In this paper, we analyze the heuristics proposed by
researchers, for choosing optimal removal sequence of states
and propose new heuristics for the same. The paper is
organized as follow: In section 2, some basic definitions and
notations are reviewed. Section 3 gives some related work and
describes state elimination ordering heuristics. In section 4,
new heuristics are designed for choosing optimal removal
sequence in state elimination method, and finally, section 5
includes conclusions and future scope.

BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS

Regular expressions are used in compiler design, text editor,
search for an email- address, grep filter of UNIX, context
switching and in many areas of computer science [1-7].
Regular language can be expressed by regular expressions or
finite automata. Kleene [8] proved that there exists an
equivalent regular expressions corresponding to deterministic
finite automata. Recently, the problem of obtaining smaller
regular expression equivalent to deterministic finite
automaton has been intensively investigated. For carry out this
conversion, Kleene [8] proposed the first mathematical
technique, known as transitive closure approach. Brzozowski
[9] extended transitive closure approach, called Brzozowski
algebraic approach. Brzozowski and McCluskey [10]
introduced the concept of state elimination method for the
conversion of deterministic finite automata to regular
expressions. In state elimination method states are removed
one by one except the starting and final state of deterministic
finite automata. Neumann [11] carried out the comparisons of
these proposed approaches and found that the transitive
closure method is complex because it generates large regular
expression as compared to Brzozowski algebraic method and
state elimination method. Neumann [11] also found that
Brzozowski method takes more time as compared to state

An Alphabet is a finite non-empty set of symbols on which
the language is defined. The alphabet is denoted by  . A
language [17] is defined as a subset of * . Empty string and
null language are denoted by  and  respectively. Various
kinds of formal languages can be classified as regular,
context-free, context-sensitive and recursive language.
Regular language can be described by regular expression or
finite automaton (Deterministic or Non-deterministic).
A regular expression (RE) [3] is a pattern that describes some
set of strings. Regular expression for each alphabet will be
represented by itself. The empty string (  ) and null language
(  ) are regular expressions denoting the regular language { 
} and {  } respectively. If E and F are regular expressions,
then E  F , EF and E * are the regular expressions denoting
the

regular

language

L( E  F ), L( EF ) and

L( E * )

respectively.
Deterministic finite automata (DFA) [3] can be defined by 5tuples (Q, ,  , q0 , F ) where Q is a finite set of states,  is a
finite
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set

of

symbols,

 is the transition function
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 : Q    Q , q0 is the starting state and F is a subset of
Q called accepting states.

A Non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA) [3] is a same as
DFA except the transition function. Transition function in
NFA is defined as Q   2Q .

and wood [18] proposed the concept of bridge state for state
elimination method. They found that removal of all nonbridge states before all the bridge states gives smaller regular
expression.
In figure 2, state 1 and 4 satisfy the bridge state criterion.
Regular expression R1 =a(ba+ab)(ab)* (aa+b) obtained if
bridge states are removed after removing all non-bridge states.
A regular expression R 2 =(ab(ab+aa(ba)* (a+bb)) + aa (bb+ba(ba)*

RELATED WORK
The state removal approach [11, 16] is widely used for
converting DFA to a regular expression. In this approach
states of DFA are removed one by one until we left with only
starting and final state, for each removed state regular
expression is generated.
Example 1: DFA, shown in figure 1, is converted to regular
expression using state elimination method.

(a+bb))) is obtained if bridge states are removed before
removing non-bridge states of deterministic finite automata
and | R1|<| R 2 | .
Delgado and Morais’s [19] proposed the concept of state
weight in state elimination method. In each step of state
elimination, weight of each state of deterministic finite
automata is calculated using indegree, out degree and loop of
the states.
Using Delgado and Morais [19] heuristic, we found the
weights of different states of DFA given in figure 3.

Figure 1: An example of state elimination method
Equivalent regular expression corresponding to given DFA
is (0+10)*11(0+1)* . Using different removal sequences of

Figure 3: Weight Calculation using Delgado and Morais’s
formula

states, we obtain different regular expressions for the same
language. We require optimal removal sequence that gives
smaller regular expression.

State 3 is eliminated first as it has the lowest weight. After
removal of each state, weights of the states are calculated
again. A regular expression aa(bb+a(b)*a)b is generated using
Delgado and Morais’s approach.
Figure 2: Different removal sequence will generate different
regular expression
A regular expression R1 =a(ba+ab)(ab)* (b+aa) is obtained
using state elimination sequence 2-3-5-1-4 .Similarly, regular
expression R 2 =(ab(ab+aa(ba)* (a+bb))+aa (bb+ba(ba)* (a+bb))) and

Sometimes removal sequence chosen by Delgado and Morais
[19] heuristics give us larger regular expression as compared
to other optimal removal sequence. Using Delgado and
Morais
heuristic
regular
expression
R1  a(ab)* aa(aa  b(ab)* aa)* ab is obtained corresponding
to DFA (in figure 4).

R 3 =[(aba+aab)b+(aba+aab) a(ba)* (a+bb)] are obtained using

state elimination sequence 1-4-5-2-3 and 2-1-3-4-5
respectively. For n-state DFA excluding starting and final
states, n ! removal sequences are possible in state elimination
method. It is difficult to try all the possible removal sequence
for obtaining smaller regular expression. Using structural
properties of deterministic finite automata, researchers [12-16]
introduced new heuristics for state elimination method that
can give smaller regular expression equivalent to DFA. Han
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Figure 4: An example of removal sequence by Delgado and
Morais heuristic gives larger RE
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Regular

expression

R2  aa(b  a(aa)* b)* aa(aa)* ba is

obtained if the states are removed in sequence of 4  3  2 1
and | R1 || R2 | . Delgado and Morais heuristic gives the
optimal removal sequence for obtaining smaller regular
expression.

New Heuristics For Choosing Optimal Removal
Sequence Of States In State Elimination Method

not present in more than one, cycles) before common states
(which are part of more than one, cycles). Based upon the
structural properties of DFA following different cases are
possible:
i. DFA is having a cycle and its sub-cycle with same starting
state.
ii. DFA is having a cycle and its sub-cycle with different
starting state. Following sub-cases can exist.
a) DFA has a direct transition from starting state of outercycle to the final state of the DFA.

Cycle of a DFA: We call a cycle exists in a DFA A if it
satisfies following conditions:

b) DFA has no direct transition from starting state of outercycle to final state of the DFA.

i. The sub-string x processed by the cycle is a sub-string of
y  L( A) .
ii. x may or may not belong to L( A) .
iii. The path traversed by x is such that it will visit the
previously visited state qv again, and Q ' contains all these
states that are traversed during processing of x from the
first qv to the second qv .
iv.

Q'  Q .
Sub-cycle of a Cycle in DFA: Any cycle with a set of
states Q '' is called a sub-cycle of a cycle C with a set of
states Q ' if it satisfies following conditions:

i.
ii.

If cycle and its sub-cycles are presented in a DFA with same
starting state, then in each step of state elimination, common
states are removed after removing all the un-common states,
to obtain smaller regular expression. Removal sequence of uncommon and common states should be chosen to use state
weight heuristics. Figure 6 gives an example of DFA having a
cycle and its sub-cycle with same starting state. Cycle
2  3  4  2 is a sub-cycle of 2  3  4  5  6  2
and state 2 is starting state of these cycles.
States

Q '' satisfies the properties of a cycle of a DFA.
''

Heuristic for DFA having cycle and sub-cycle with same
starting state

{2,3, 4} are

common

states

of

cycle

2  3  4  5  6  2 and its sub-cycle 2  3  4  2 .
States {5, 6} are un-common states of these cycles. State 2 is

'

Q Q .

Based on the structural properties of DFA sub-cycle of a cycle
present in DFA can be found. For example, DFA shown
below in figure 5 has two cycles 1  2  3  4  1 , and
2  3  2 and these cycles satisfy all the conditions of a
2 32
cycle.
is sub-cycle of outer cycle
1  2  3  4 1.

common between cycles 1  2  1 and 2  3  4  2 . It
is also common in between cycles 2  3  4  5  6  2
and 1  2  1 . State 1 of cycle 1  2  1 satisfies all the
conditions of bridge state. State 1 is a un-common state, so it
should be deleted before non-bridge states of DFA for
obtaining smaller regular expression.

If cycle C is present in a DFA and any state present in that
cycle has self-loop, then the self-loop is considered as subcycle of cycle ‘ C ’.

Figure 6: Another example of the cycle and its sub-cycle with
same starting state
Figure. 5: An example of the cycle and sub-cycle

New Heuristics for choosing optimal removal sequence

If un-common states of cycles are removed before common
states, using removal sequence 1  5  6  3  4  2, Regular

If more than one, cycles are presented in a DFA, then the
general procedure is to remove un-common states (which are

equivalent to DFA. This example demonstrates that the bridge

expression
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R1  aa(ba  aa(b  aab))* aaaaa

is

obtained
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state removal before the non-bridge state will give us smaller
regular expression.
If common states are removed before un-common states using
removal sequences 1  3  4  5  6  2 and 2  3  4  5  6  1
then regular expressions R2  aa(ba  aab  aaaab)* aaaaa
an R3  (a((ab  aaa((baa)* )bb  aaa((baa)* )aa((baa((baa)* )
aa)* )(bb  baa((baa)* )bb))* )aaa((baa)* )aa((baa((baa)* aa)))

are obtained respectively. If all the un-common states are
removed before common states of cycles and bridge state is
removed at last. Using the removal sequence
5  6  3  4  2 1 ,
then
regular
expression
*
*
R4  aa(aa(b  aab)) ba(aa(b  aab)) (aaaaa) is obtained
and | R1 || R2 | , | R1 || R3 | and | R1 || R4 | . Hence in this case
bridge state should be removed before non-bridge states for
obtaining smaller regular expression.

Cycle and sub-cycle with different starting state
If cycle and its sub-cycle, present in deterministic finite
automata have different starting states then following two
cases must be considered.
1. DFA having direct transition from starting state of outer
cycle to the final state of DFA
If cycle and its sub-cycle with different starting state are
presented in a DFA, and the direct transition is presenting
from the starting state of outer cycle ‘C’ to the final state of
DFA. In each step of the state elimination, all other uncommon states of the cycles except starting state of cycle ‘C’
should be removed before removing common states of these
cycles. For example, following figure 7 shows a DFA having
cycle 1 2 3 4 1 and it's sub-cycle 2 3 2. There is
direct transition from starting state 1 of cycle
1  2  3  4  1 to the final state 5 of DFA.

States {2,3} are common states of the cycles and states {1, 4}
are un-common states. State 1 is a bridge state. In this case,
bridge state or starting state of outer cycle ‘state 1’ should be
removed after removing all other un-common states then
common states of the cycles. State 4 is the un-common state
of cycles, so it should be removed first. Regular expression
R1  a((aa((ba)* )ab)* )b is obtained using removal sequence

4  2  3 1 . In this case, the first removal of un-common
states followed by common states elimination of cycles using
removal sequence 1  4  3  2, without considering the direct
path from starting state of outer-cycle to the final state of
DFA, gives regular expression R2  ab  aa(a(b  aba))*
aabb . Now | R2 || R1 | , so in this case starting state of the

outer cycle should be removed after removing all other states
of cycles.
2. DFA having no direct transition from starting state of
outer-cycle to the final state
If cycle and its sub-cycle with different starting states are
presented in a DFA, and no direct transition is presenting from
the starting state of outer-cycle to the final state of DFA. Then
rule for choosing removal sequence of states is same as a rule
for DFA having a cycle and sub-cycle with same starting
state, i.e. removal of all the un-common states before
removing common states. For example, figure 8 shows DFA
having cycles 1  2  3  4  1 and its sub-cycle
2  3  2 and no direct transition from starting state 1 of
cycle 1  2  3  4  1 to the final state of DFA.

Figure 8: DFA without any direct transition from starting
state of the outer cycle to the final state
State 1 is bridge state of given DFA, present in cycle
1  2  3  4  1 and states {2,3} are common states of
cycles. States {1, 4} are un-common states of these cycles. To
obtain smaller regular expression equivalent to DFA, state 1
and state 4 should be removed before common states of the
cycles. Regular expression R1  aa(a(b  aba))* aaa is
obtained using state removal sequence 1  4  3  2 .

Figure 7: DFA with the direct transition from starting state of
the outer cycle to the final state

Removing common states of cycles, present in the DFA
shown in figure 8, before removing all un-common states
using removal sequence 4  2  3 1 gives regular expression
R2  a(aa(ba)* ab)* aa(ba)* aa and | R1 || R2 | . In this case,
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also, bridge state should be removed before non-bridge states
for obtaining smaller regular expression.
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CONCLUSION
In state elimination method, for a DFA having n states
excluding starting and final state, n ! removal sequences are
possible, and the different removal sequences of states give us
different regular expression equivalent to same DFA. Using
structural properties of given DFA, smaller regular expression
can be generated by choosing optimal removal sequence of
states in state elimination method. Based on structural
properties of DFA, new heuristics are proposed in this paper
using the concept of sub-cycle and cycle presented in the
DFA. In general, removal of uncommon states before
common states gives smaller regular expression. The removal
of bridge state after removing all non-bridge states does not
always give smaller regular expression equivalent to DFA. In
some cases, removal of bridge state before non-bridge state
gives smaller regular expression.
Conversion of DFA to RE is an NP-complete problem. Newly
designed heuristics can be validated on some real-time
applications. Still, there is a scope for generating smaller RE
equivalent to a DFA. New heuristics can be designed to obtain
smaller regular expression.
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